Alarm, Monitoring and
Control Systems
Products and Services

Marine Electronics
Development and
Production
Our core competence since the early days.
Our bread and butter. Customer talks to us
about his needs, we develop and manufacture in close cooperation to meet his
demands as close as possible. Shipping and
leisure yachting made safer, more efficient
and more comfortable.
Inhouse soldering and assembly
lines make for quick reaction
times and highest flexibility.

Marine Displays / Touchscreens
Marine Data Processors

CCTV Cameras, Controls
and Electronics

Engine Start / Stop Systems

Comfort Electronics

LED Navlights and Electronics

Smart Bridge Compact
Designed for Yachts up to 30m
Compact all-in-one solution

Smart Bridge Complete
Designed for Super and Mega Yachts
Super sized screens and several info displays

B MACS PE
Modular solution with full alarm system features
Visualization on Furuno, Garmin
and Raymarine chart plotters
Modern network connection via HTML5
Individually created graphical visualization
Extensive options for connecting external systems on board
Large number of supported data protocols

Custom Control Panels
Unified helm design
Simplified vessel operation
Reduced clutter from the diversity of equipment types
Durable operation built to last
Unobtrusive design, fitting any interior style
Unique custom controls - switch whatever you want
Integration of almost every third party system

Monitoring, Control and
Alarm Systems
In combination, our devices shine.
Monitoring more than 1000 analog and
binary inputs in realtime, there hardly is
anything going unnoticed on your ship.
Any of these channels can be used to
program a multitude of functions, from fuel
consumption of your engines to automatically controlling your air conditioning.

Custom Project Visualization
Individual on screen representation of your systems
Assembled from libraries of virtual instruments
Import ship graphics
Visualize anything on board

Project Engineering

Customer Services
When our devices are doing their job, we are here to
support you getting the most of the them at any time.
On site or remotely, our 24/7 service will be there for you.
Also we provide you with the tools you need to set things
up on your own and customize them as only you can. Of
course, we can also preconfigure your system with your
detailed data.
For equipment beyond our development
scope, our sales team will be happy to offer
third party equipment packages.

Administration

Production

Development

Our Facilities encompass everything
we need to run a self sustained
enterprise. From inception of a new
product until its production, all
steps remain in our own hands.

Headquarters in Ganderkesee, Germany
Branches in the U.S.A., Brazil, Italy, Spain, and Croatia
Sales and Service Partners
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